
Peerless 2691 

Chapter 2691: Bear it again! 

Chen Feng was silent, as if he hadn't seen their reaction at all. 

The group of people walked forward for a while, and Chen Feng felt that the front was suddenly open. 

In front of him, a big lake appeared. 

The area of the lake is huge, with a radius of several tens of miles, so you can't see the edge at a glance. 

The lake does not look very deep, but the most shocking thing is that it is not water that flows in it, but a 

hot, shining metallic solution. 

Those metals were melted by the incomparable flame underground, and then evaporated from the 

ground, smelted into a liquid, and sprayed directly from the ground like a fountain. 

In this lake alone, Chen Feng saw dozens or hundreds of springs. 

These springs are not spewing water, but metal solution. 

The temperature of these metal solutions is extremely high, and the purity is also extremely high. 

The brilliance of gold, the bright white of silver, and the clarity of yellow. 

Chen Feng sighed slightly, his eyes showed a touch of wonder: "This is the Purple Fire Marsh!" 

The purple fire swamp at this time was like a dream. 

Then, Fan Yuze searched here for a while, then walked a dozen miles along the lake and jumped down. 

Chen Feng raised his eyebrows, a little surprised, but when he looked down, it was clear in his heart. 

It turned out that he certainly didn't jump into the molten metal solution. 

Even if his six-star Wuhuang peak strength jumped into the metal solution, it would be directly steamed 

into a blue smoke. 

The place where he settled was a big rock. 

This big rock, I don't know what's going on, floating inside but it hasn't been melted. 

However, even though the boulder did not melt, it was extremely hot. Just when he fell on it, his hot 

complexion was distorted, extremely painful, and his whole body convulsed. 

Fan Yuze quickly took another Fire Snake Pill before he stopped! 

Next, Ji Caixuan, Ximen Xiuyuan and others all jumped down. 

Then Chen Feng landed. 

The area of this stone is not large, with a radius of only about two meters. 
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And about a hundred meters away, it is also a stone, similar to this color, all colorful, hidden in this 

solution. 

If you don't know the inside story, you can't find it at all, it can be said to be hidden to the extreme. 

Chen Feng said in his heart: "If I hadn't been with them, I'm afraid I wouldn't know this route at all." 

"There is no way to fly in this purple fire marshland. You can only move forward along the route little by 

little!" 

After Chen Feng came here, he felt that the temperature was about twice as high as before 

At this time, he just felt a slightly intense burning sensation. 

If you rely solely on yourself, you cannot support it. 

However, it has not been mentioned that the fire snake grass must be used. 

The current temperature is nothing more than that for Chen Feng. 

Fan Yuze glanced at Chen Feng, and then said to everyone: "Everyone, the Purple Fire Marsh, from the 

periphery to the center, the depth reaches a thousand miles." 

"Every time you go a hundred miles, the heat will increase by an order of magnitude." 

Chen Feng heard this, and his heart moved: "Now, it has basically reached about 90% of my tolerance 

limit." 

"If you go further a hundred miles, I can't bear it and I have to use fire snake grass." 

"This also means that I can go deep into a hundred miles at most without using Fire Snake Grass." 

"And if you use Fire Snake Grass to go deeper than three or four hundred miles, the problem shouldn't 

be big." 

You know, for every 10% increase in this temperature, Chen Feng's defense will be reduced by 10%. 

Others were far inferior to Chen Feng, and even Ximen Xiuyuan used Fire Snake Pill. 

He didn't use his own Fire Snake Pill, Fan Yuze saw the burning meaning on his face, and immediately 

offered his own pill with his hands, very respectful. 

Ximen Xiuyuan raised his eyebrows proudly, glanced at Chen Feng, and said slowly: 

"Some people can't even buy Fire Snake Pills, but some people don't need to buy Fire Snake Pills, so 

naturally others will give them." 

The words revealed a strong superiority. 

Chen Feng glanced at him and did not speak. 

Everyone continued to walk forward. 

Walking through the boundless flames and boundless molten metal, soon, he walked a dozen miles 

forward. 



This is indeed a very hidden road, with winding turns, passing between many valleys and valleys. 

If it weren't for Fan Yuze to lead the way, Chen Feng would not find it at all. 

The journey is not far, but they are extremely tired, because there are countless powerful purple flame 

pillars inside. 

And these purple flame masters are all they want to avoid. 

Because if you accidentally get involved in it, the consequences will be disastrous! 

They were not alone here. In fact, Chen Feng was far away when he saw another team in front of him. 

And he even saw that as the team was advancing, a huge purple flame column suddenly flew over, 

covering the two people in the team. 

Both people in the team screamed, but the screams stopped abruptly. 

In the next moment, they turned into green smoke and disappeared directly. 

Chen Feng's face showed a touch of shock. 

These two men were both six-star martial emperors, with good strength, but they were only involved in 

the purple flames, and they disappeared! 

It just disappeared alive! 

This scene made Chen Feng and the others more careful, so they walked very slowly. 

Even so, it was an accident. 

While climbing a rock at a time, Simon Xiuyuan suddenly slid and slipped from the top of the rock. 

Ji Caixuan exclaimed, and quickly reached out and caught him. 

Fortunately, Ji Caixuan caught it in time, but even so, Ximen Xiuyuan's feet had touched a little bit of the 

Ronghua solution. 

The metal solution in this piece is all white, it should be some kind of fine gold, and the temperature is 

extremely hot. 

After he touched it, he immediately snorted, and a blue smoke came out, half of his foot was burned to 

charcoal, and he hissed in pain. 

After sitting on the rock, he roared repeatedly, very maniac, and slammed his hands on the rock. 

Suddenly, he saw Chen Feng at a glance. 

Suddenly, there was a hideous and violent expression in the eyebrows: "Chen Feng, you are a trash, you 

are simply a drag on us." 

"Getting you in makes us very bad luck." 

"Also, you just walked behind and watched me fall, why didn't you give me a hand?" 



In fact, the incident just now has nothing to do with Chen Feng. 

He is now desperate and desperate, and wants to let out the resentment in his heart and use Chen Feng 

as a punching bag! 

In fact, Ximen Xiuyuan was the strongest, but he was very arrogant and a little careless, so he fell. 

Chapter 2692: The chessboard secret! 

Chen Feng looked at him, between his eyebrows, with a murderous look. 

The other party was doing nothing at all, and now, it was almost reaching the limit of Chen Feng's 

tolerance. 

Chen Feng stared at him and said coldly, "What's the matter with me if you fell yourself?" 

"If you are not careful, you will blame me. Do you think I'm really bullying?" 

"Oh, you Chen Feng is not good at bullying, are you? You bastard, you dare to talk back?" 

Hearing Chen Feng's words, the stern look on Ximen Xiuyuan's face became thicker, and his voice 

screamed in a sharp and sharp voice: "I will kill you today!" 

"Do you believe it or not? I must kill you today!" 

"Since you are looking for death, I will fulfill you. Not only will I slaughter you, I will throw you here!" 

He sneered and said: "But don't worry, I won't just throw you in and let you be steamed into blue smoke 

and disappear. That would be too cheap for you." 

"I will soak you in this metal solution bit by bit, and let you look at your body and turn it into coke bit by 

bit." 

"It turned into green smoke, and it was corroded little by little." 

"In this way, I can solve the hatred in my heart!" 

He screamed frantically and was about to pounce on Chen Feng to prepare to do it. 

At this time, in Chen Feng's eyes, a sharp light flickered. 

If he wants to do it, Chen Feng doesn't mind beheading him directly! 

Chen Feng will let him know who is really powerful, and who can easily kill whom! 

Seeing, Chen Feng is about to start with Ximen Xiuyuan! 

At this time, Fan Yuze and Ji Caixuan quickly stood up. 

Fan Yuze stared at Chen Feng with a cold voice: "Little boy, are you going to die?" 

"Only you? What are you? Do you dare to confront Master Simon? Do you dare to do something with 

Master Simon?" 

"You are a trash, Master Simon can kill you with a relaxed palm, believe it or not?" 
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But Ji Caixuan was persuading Chen Feng. 

Simon Xiuyuan was in a much better mood for being flattered by the two of them. He smiled 

triumphantly, pointed at Chen Feng, and said proudly: "Little boy, I will spare you a dog for the face of Ji 

Caixuan and Fan Yuze today. " 

"Otherwise, you must be killed!" 

Chen Feng stared at him and sneered. 

Chen Feng's purpose is to find Three Stone Mountain. 

At this time, a conflict with them would affect Chen Feng's plan, so Chen Feng still endured this tone. 

This is the third time Chen Feng has tolerated him, and once again, Chen Feng will never tolerate it! 

In fact, everyone did not know that the advice of these people just now saved Simon Xiuyuan's life. 

If it weren't for them, Chen Feng would fight Ximen Xiuyuan just now, and Chen Feng would show his 

true strength. 

At that time, Chen Feng will let me know what is truly powerful! 

Let them know what a frog at the bottom of the well, arrogant. 

It will make everyone admire! 

Next, everyone went on. 

Perhaps because of what happened just now, Ximen Xiuyuan and Ji Caixuan have gotten closer together. 

Ximen Xiuyuan had been talking to Ji Caixuan all the time, and even vaguely meant to take advantage of 

her, often supporting her shoulders, holding her hands, touching her waist and so on. 

And Ji Caixuan smiled. 

But Chen Feng clearly felt that she was just waiting for a moment. 

Obviously, even Ximen Xiuyuan's strength could not make Ji Caixuan fall in love. 

Chen Feng looked at it and sneered to herself. 

This Ji Caixuan method is actually very powerful. She made Ximen Xiuyuan feel that she was taking 

advantage. In fact, she did not take advantage of anything. Instead, she was coaxed to subdue her! 

It was about seven or eight miles ahead, and finally, the scene before him changed. 

The lake had disappeared, and what appeared in front of Chen Feng and others was a huge boulder. 

The huge boulder is suspended about 100 meters above the ground, with a radius of more than ten 

meters. 

At a height of 100 meters in front of the boulder, there is another boulder. 

At a height of 100 meters in front of this huge rock, there is another huge rock. 



Every 100 meters high, there is a huge boulder hovering there, forming a grand scene like a climbing 

ladder. 

But the most shocking thing is not this, but at the end of these ladders. 

A few kilometers away from here, it is a space between several mountain peaks. 

From this ground, there is a huge purple flame pillar with a diameter of more than 100 meters and a 

height of several thousand meters. 

This huge flame column rose into the sky, and its top was in the middle of the peaks. 

Ximen Xiuyuan exclaimed: "It's really a scene of supernatural craftsmanship." 

He pointed to the space where the mountain peaks, and said: "Our destination is not there, right? It is 

the top of this huge purple pillar of fire, the temperature is extremely high!" 

"After entering there, it will be burnt directly!" 

Fan Yuze smiled and said: "It is there, there is Sanshi Mountain." 

"What? This is impossible!" Ximen Xiuyuan said flatly. 

Fan Yuze explained with a smile: "Master Ximen, listen to me." 

Fan Yuze laughed loudly: "Actually, what we are looking for is not Sanshishan at all, but!" 

He loudly said: "The chessboard secret realm!" 

"Chessboard Secret Realm?" Ximen Xiuyuan exclaimed, "What is this place? Why is it called this name?" 

Fan Yuze shook his head and said, "I don't know what this place is, but the news we got is that he is 

hidden in the Three Stone Mountain." 

He pointed his finger up and said, "It is precisely because of this huge pillar of fire that no one has ever 

dared to go there, and no one has ever felt that there is any point in going there." 

"But, actually, that's where we are looking." 

He said with some pride: "Otherwise, if someone has discovered it a long time ago, how can we wait 

until we come?" 

Chen Feng looked, his eyes flickering. 

"Sure enough, it's fortunate to have followed them, or else, but by myself, I'm afraid I won't be able to 

find it." 

Even if I find this place, I will go around here, I never thought it would be there! 

"Okay, then let's go up!" Ximen Xiuyuan said in a deep voice. 

With a flash of his figure, he flew up lightly, constantly shuttled over the boulders. 

Everyone also followed. 



Soon, everyone came to the highest stone. 

There are three huge peaks in front of them. These three huge peaks are big, but they are not very big. 

The open space in the middle is only about a hundred meters in diameter, and the open space is 

completely filled by the purple flame column. Terrible. 

"It's here?" Ximen Xiuyuan was full of questions. " 

"Yes, it's here." Fan Yuze said flatly. 

Chapter 2693: Completely ignore 

Ximen Xiuyuan raised his brows: "There is nothing here at all, are you kidding me?" 

"Is it possible that we want to jump into that flame?" 

After speaking, he pointed to the purple flame. 

Fan Yuze quickly comforted him with a flat face and said: "Don't worry, the villain has a look first." 

With that said, he took a closer look. 

At this moment, Chen Feng showed a clear expression, he already knew how to enter. 

Ximen Xiuyuan was still ignorant. 

Fan Yuze gritted his teeth, suddenly roared, and rushed towards the purple fire. 

Ximen Xiuyuan exclaimed: "You can't find death?" 

He just finished speaking, but he saw that Fan Yuze had plunged into the flames. 

However, there was no scene in which Ximen Xiuyuan imagined him being burned to death by flames. 

On the contrary, the air flashed like a ripple, and Ximen Xiuyuan disappeared directly. 

He just disappeared into the air! 

Ximen Xiuyuan slapped his face and said loudly, "I understand, he must have entered a certain space." 

"It turns out that there is another space here! Amazing, really amazing!" 

He exclaimed! 

Ji Caixuan glanced at him contemptuously: "Although this person has a strong cultivation base, he is a 

idiot!" 

Obviously, she had guessed it a long time ago. 

Only him, at this time, nothing is clear. 

Everyone entered one by one. 

Chen Feng was the last one. He took a deep breath and jumped forward to feel the unspeakable 

scorching heat around him. 
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In the next moment, all feelings disappeared. 

He opened his eyes. 

At this time, he had already seen that he had come to a place that was no different from the outside. 

On the ground is the kind of brown boulder, and purple flames keep coming out of it. 

There is a flowing metal solution everywhere. 

At this time, Chen Feng clearly saw that the area here was very large, and I was afraid that it was 

equivalent to one percent of the size of the entire Purple Fire Swamp, with a radius of a hundred miles. 

Moreover, on the ground here, like artificial carvings, there are carved out objects like ditches. 

A line by line is similar to a ditch, about a foot wide and about a foot deep. 

In this ditch, there is molten metal flowing in it, but there is nothing on the ground outside. 

These dogs go, not only horizontally, but also vertically. 

At a glance, this area of a hundred miles around was like a huge chessboard. 

The ditch is very neat, like being cut with a big sword, it must be man-made, it is absolutely impossible 

to form naturally. 

Countless metal solutions flow in it, with various colors. 

Some are white, some are gold, some are yellow, they are really beautiful. 

Moreover, the number of trenches occupied by each color is different. 

Some occupies a lot of ditches, some occupies less. 

Chen Feng saw that a yellow liquid occupies the most. 

It's as if someone has deliberately divided the ratio. 

Chen Feng saw it. These metal solutions come from underground, and at the end of their flow, there is a 

big lake in the middle. 

There was a gurgling sound from time to time inside, and there were bubbles constantly rising up! 

Seeing this scene, everyone stood there in shock. 

Ximen Xiuyuan exclaimed, "It's such a big hand, who on earth can build such an area here?" 

Here, it is obviously a small world. 

And such a place that can be constructed here is like a chessboard with heaven and earth, an extremely 

huge hand! 

Fan Yuze was full of excitement, shouting wildly: "Hahahaha, I finally found it!" 



"Since we got clues by chance a few years ago, we have been searching and piecing together clues. 

Today, we finally found it!" 

"We came to the chessboard secret, hahahaha, I'm so excited!" 

"After coming here, we can definitely change our destiny. Here, we can get extremely huge benefits!" 

He was extremely excited. 

Chen Feng stood silent and was shocked! 

Ximen Xiuyuan glanced at Fan Yuze and said, "You have known this place a long time ago, didn't you? 

You know this is a secret realm, and have been looking for it, right?" 

Facing his forced questioning, Fan Yuze showed a panic on his face. 

He wanted to lie, but he had already said something out of excitement just now, how could he hide it 

now? 

He hurriedly thought about it, and then said flatly, "My lord said, we have known this place for a long 

time, don't worry, son, we will definitely give you the benefits!" 

"Oh, profit sharing benefit? What percentage?" 

Ximen Xiuyuan asked with a shrewd look in his eyes. 

Fan Yuze said immediately: "30%! Do you think 30% is enough?" 

He then explained: "The three of us are 30% each." 

He pointed to Sha Junfeng, a dumb young man, and said, "He is 10%." 

He didn't even mention Chen Feng at all. Obviously, he didn't think that Chen Feng needed to share the 

benefits. 

At this time, Ximen Xiuyuan disagreed. 

However, the reason he disagrees has nothing to do with Chen Feng. 

He said carelessly: "I want 60%. As for the remaining 40%, I don't care how you divide it." 

"What? You want 60%?" Both Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze's expressions changed. 

Fan Yuze hurriedly said, "Master Ximen, you are a bit too cruel to do this." 

Ximen Xiuyuan sneered: "You don't want to give it, do you?" 

In his eyes, a fierce light was revealed: "If I don't want to give it, I will kill all of you, and then swallow 

this benefit." 

His face was cold: "You guys, do you think I dare not do this?" 

"Or do you think that if I leave you, I can't find the last secret?" 

"It's already here, how can I not find it?" 



Hearing this sentence, Fan Yuze and Ji Caixuan both showed fear on their faces. 

Of course they knew very well that Simon Xiuyuan wanted to kill them, and it was definitely not a false 

statement. 

Ximen Xiuyuan absolutely can do it, and he still wants to do it very much now. They looked at each 

other, and they all saw a deep regret in the other's eyes. 

Summoning him, really led the wolf into the room! 

"What? I don't want to agree, do you? Well, since you don't want to agree, then I have to kill you." 

At this time, Ximen Xiuyuan's voice changed. 

He raised a hand and said coldly: "I count three times. If you still don't agree, then I will have to kill 

someone." 

In his eyes, the ferocious look, murderous aura slowly overflowed, forcing Fan Yuze and others. 

And everyone knew that he was telling the truth. 

Chapter 2694: What about mine? 

Because everyone knows that after coming here, you will be able to find the real secret of the ruins. 

The only difference is the amount of time. 

And the reason Ximen Xiuyuan still negotiated terms with them was because he was afraid of wasting 

time here. 

When Simen Xiuyuan began to drop his first finger, Fan Yuze was still hesitating. Ji Caixuan had no 

hesitation and shouted: "We agree." 

Chen Feng's eyes flashed. It seemed that Ji Caixuan, despite her coquettish face, was actually much 

better than Fan Yuze's decision-making ability. 

"Haha, those who know the current affairs are handsome, if the two agreed earlier, there would be 

nothing to do!" Ximen Xiuyuan laughed. 

He pointed to the colorful lake in the distance and said: "It seems that the real secret is there. Let's go 

and find it!" 

"Yes!" Fan Yuze followed him with a flat face. 

No matter who it was, Chen Feng was completely ignored, and he was not even mentioned at all. 

And just when they got up and wanted to go to the lake, suddenly a cold voice came from behind: 

"What about mine?" 

After hearing this voice, they all paused, and then turned their heads together. 

I saw that Chen Feng was standing there. 

The three of them all showed almost the same expression on their faces: I can't believe it. 
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And the next moment, this incredulously turned into a deep ridicule, and then they laughed. 

The three people laughed at the same time, laughing forward and backward. 

Fan Yuze was like what a ridiculous thing had happened, and Ximen Xiuyuan smiled so much that tears 

came out. 

He pointed to Chen Feng, out of breath: "Hahaha, you little boy, what are you talking about?" 

"You said that you still have a share? What are you? You want to get a share of ours?" 

Fan Yuze even pointed directly at Chen Feng and cursed: "Are you crazy? You don't take a **** and take 

your own photos, just you? You still want to share the benefits from us? Are you qualified?" 

"Tell you, boy..." 

His face suddenly became savage: "Today, we are looking for you, but we are not looking for you to 

share the benefits for us!" 

And just as his voice fell, suddenly, with a bang, there was a loud noise in the middle of the huge lake. 

A spray burst out, like a fountain. 

The next moment, a loud roar rang out, and a colorful brilliance sprang out from the lake. 

This colorful brilliance figure, with the head of a tiger, has a body like a lion. 

And his four claws are like eagle claws. 

However, the most shocking thing is that his huge body, which is hundreds of meters long, is not a body 

of flesh and blood at all, but is constructed of five-color metal. 

These five-color metals, one by one, seemed to be twisted together, forming a muscle after another on 

the surface of his body, bulging, it seemed to be full of gorgeous and powerful sense of strength! 

This turned out to be a giant beast made of metal! 

Seeing this thing appear, Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze both showed shocked expressions on their faces. 

They exclaimed in unison: "It's the Five Elements Liger, and it really is him. It's exactly the same news we 

got before." 

Their faces are full of fear. 

It turns out that this metal behemoth is called the Five Elements Liger! 

At this time, Chen Feng was not surprised at all. 

He just showed a sneer at the corner of his mouth, glanced back at the five-element liger, and then 

turned around, with a careless expression on his face. 

Obviously, the five-element liger beast was not taken seriously. 

Then, Chen Feng looked at Fan Yuze, and said lightly: "Of course I know what you guys are calling me 

for!" 



Chen Feng smiled slightly, looked at them and said, "You are looking for me, in fact, you want me to be a 

bait to lure this monster, let the monster focus on me, and then you can kill him, right?" 

When Chen Feng said this, Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze were both stunned, with a look of surprise in their 

eyes. 

Unexpectedly, Chen Feng knew their purpose. 

But in the next moment, the surprise on their faces turned into a thick hideous. 

Fan Yuze screamed: "Yes, that's it, this is my purpose." 

"Unexpectedly, you can see it, hahahaha, but, how do you see it?" 

The smile on his face closed, and he let out a ferocious roar: "Now, in such a field, you have to do it if 

you want to be a bait, and you have to do it if you don't want to, I see how you can escape!" 

Chen Feng looked at them, suddenly smiled, and said, "Actually, do you know?" 

"It is not as difficult as you think to kill this five-element liger." 

"What?" After hearing Chen Feng's words, Ji Caixuan, Fan Yuze, and Sha Junfeng were all stunned! 

At the next moment, Chen Feng stared at them, saying word by word, saying coldly: "You guys are 

mocking me all the way for being a trash, no cultivation base, just a mere five-star Wuhuang!" 

"Now, show me your dog eyes wide and see clearly, who is the waste!" 

"Whose cultivation base is not worth mentioning!"𝓝𝒪𝑣𝞮𝗅𝔲𝓈𝔅.𝒸𝑜𝔪 

With that, Chen Feng turned around and looked at the five-element liger. 

At this moment, the five-element liger beast had already pounced on Chen Feng's approach and slayed 

fiercely towards Chen Feng. 

Open your huge mouth directly! 

His huge mouth is simply made of steel, no, it should be said that it is made of steel. 

This five-element liger was originally formed in the melting metal river, but it was a fusion of hardware 

essence, just like animals become monsters and plants become monsters. 

Therefore, it can be called the Five Elements Liger. 

The five-element liger beast bit Chen Feng desperately. The teeth were extremely sharp. As long as they 

touched Chen Feng, they could bite him off. 

At this time, Chen Feng faced this huge beast that was hundreds or thousands of times bigger than 

himself, like a mountain, but he didn't have the slightest fear, instead he burst into laughter. 

He yelled: "Beast, go to death!" 

As he said, a punch hit the five elements liger. 

At the same time, Fan Yuze's face was full of disbelief. 



Fan Yuze shook his head and said with disdain: "This kid, is this crazy?" 

At this moment, Ji Caixuan felt a strange feeling in her heart. 

She looked at Chen Feng, her apex suddenly trembled, and her face flushed. 

She felt that a huge force rose from Chen Feng, causing her to react this strangely. 

Fan Yuze looked at her and asked, "What's wrong?" 

As soon as the voice fell, I heard a loud bang. 

He turned his head suddenly and saw that Chen Feng's fist had already hit the five-element liger beast's 

teeth. 

Chapter 2695: Tell me now, who is the waste? 

He curled his lips and said, "This Chen Feng must be over!" 

But the next moment, he exclaimed in disbelief: "How is it possible? This Chen Feng! How is it possible?" 

It turned out that after Chen Feng’s fist collided with the teeth of the five-element liger, Chen Feng 

stood still on the spot, while the five-element liger was a violent roar and a loud bang. His teeth were 

actually It shattered suddenly, turned into countless pieces of metal, and disappeared in the wind. 

Then, Chen Feng laughed loudly and screamed: "Naughty animal, take me another punch!" 

He flew up, came directly to the head of the five-element liger, and hit the head of the five-element liger 

with a punch. 

With a loud bang, the head of the Five Elements Liger was directly shattered. 

However, he was not dead yet, and Chen Feng roared again: "Take my third punch!" 

It fell on his body again, and struck out with a punch again. 

Boom, boom, louder than before, the body of this five-element liger was directly broken into pieces, 

turned into countless huge metal fragments, and scattered all over the place. 

Smash your teeth with a punch! 

Two punches to break the head! 

Three punches! 

With three punches, Chen Feng used three punches to kill this extremely powerful five-element liger 

beast. 

At this time, Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze were both stupid. 

They stared at Chen Feng blankly, with an unbelievable true color on their faces, dumbfounded. 

At this time, Chen Feng slowly landed. 

Behind him, the countless metal fragments quietly fell. 
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Chen Feng turned slightly, looked at them, and said word by word: "Now tell me who is the waste!" 

Fan Yuze was stupid. 

He stood there without knowing what to say. 

There was chaos in his head, and he couldn't think of anything. In the end, all the shock turned into a 

crazy shout: "How come? How can you be so strong?" 

In the next moment, this madness and shock turned into a deep fear. 

"This five-element liger is equivalent to an eight-star Wuhuang! A powerful existence that needs a small 

team to barely kill! Chen Feng actually killed it like this?" 

"Chen Feng is so strong?" 

"It turns out that he had been hiding his strength before!" 

He looked at Chen Feng and cried out in silence: "Are you not a five-star martial emperor?" 

"I never said that I was a Five-Star Martial Emperor." Chen Feng said with a smile: "Actually, I have the 

strength to kill the Eight-Star Martial Emperor." 

Finally heard this sentence from Chen Feng, Chen Feng admitted his strength. 

This made Fan Yuze's face instantly grayed out, and with a plop, he sat down directly on the ground. 

He looked at Chen Feng, his face was full of fear. 

He thought of his repeated provocations against Chen Feng on this road, thought of all his disdain and 

mockery of Chen Feng, and thought of his calculations against Chen Feng. 

This made his fear to the extreme, and an uncontrollable thought rose up: "He will not let me go, he will 

definitely kill me!" 

"It's over, it's over, I'm going to die!" 

Chen Feng's silver pair suddenly lifted up, his arms shook, and he suddenly roared, haha laughing wildly: 

"Do you think I'm a trash?" 

"As everyone knows, I have been forbearing! And now, I don't have to bear it anymore!" 

Chen Feng looked at them, smiled and repeated what he said just now: "Now tell me, who is the 

waste?" 

This sentence seemed to awaken Fan Yuze. 

Fan Yuze turned over, changed from sitting on the ground to kneeling on the ground. 

He looked at Chen Feng with a thick expression of flattery on his face, flattering to the extreme, bowed 

his head and said, "Master Chen Feng, I am a trash, I am a trash!" 

"I'm really blind, I was doing that to you before, you, you can spare me!" 



"Before, there were a lot of offenses in the small words. There are a lot of adults. Don't follow the 

general knowledge of the small ones. The small ones will kowtow to you!" 

As he said, he was actually kneeling on the ground, banging, banging his head at Chen Feng several 

times. 

He was afraid that Chen Feng would ask him to settle accounts, so he placed himself extremely low at 

this time, low in the dust. 

But in the process, he kept his eyes flickering, and he didn't know what he was thinking. 

At the same time, Ximen Xiuyuan, who looked to the side, seemed to be expecting something the same. 

Chen Feng laughed loudly and shouted: "So, do I have the qualifications to request the benefits of profit 

sharing?" 

Fan Yuze Ji Caixuan's expression changed dramatically. 

Fan Yuze quickly trembled: "Of course you have this qualification!" 

His complexion changed extremely quickly. He was still full of disdain for Chen Feng just now, but now 

he is full of thick flattery, full of flattery to Chen Feng, and flattering to the extreme! 

But at this time, Ximen Xiuyuan suddenly sneered, and said lightly: "Just you, want to share the benefits, 

have you asked me?" 

Chen Feng turned his head and looked at him. 

Ximen Xiu raised his chin and his face was arrogant, and said, "Boy, your strength is really good. It's 

better than these two wastes." 

"In this case, I allow you to be my assistant and help me explore this place. Then, I will give you 20% of 

the benefits." 

He raised his chin, held his head high, and his face was arrogant. The attitude seemed to be a gift. 

Chen Feng heard it, feeling extremely ridiculous, and couldn't help but laughed out loud. 

This man is so ridiculous, he is so mad, so arrogant to the extent that he is boundless! 

He wants to make himself his assistant? What is he? He is also worthy? 

Chen Feng looked at him without saying a word, but shook his head slightly, his face showing thick 

disdain. 

He didn't speak, but his attitude said it all! 

Ximen Xiuyuan showed a sharp look on his face: "Boy, how dare you treat me with this attitude?" 

Ximen Xiuyuan said with disdain, "Is it amazing to be able to kill the Five Elements Liger?" 

"With my strength, I can easily kill the Five Elements Liger!" 



After seeing Chen Feng's strength just now, Ximen Xiuyuan was already a little bit jealous of him, but at 

this moment, seeing Chen Feng's expression, he immediately pulled back and said coldly: 

"Now, just relying on you looking at me with this kind of eyes, today I will not only give you any benefit, I 

will kill you directly." 

"Originally, I just saw that you are good, and I wanted to make you my assistant, but now it seems 

unnecessary!" 

Ximen Xiuyuan and Chen Feng turned their faces directly! 

Fan Yuze, who was still kneeling on the ground just now, jumped directly from the ground. 

He jumped and pointed at Chen Feng and yelled, "Master Ximen, you must kill this kid!" 

"This kid, dare to disrespect you?" 

"What kind of thing is he? How dare you be disrespectful to you? You must slaughter him and break his 

body into pieces! Only then can the hatred in my heart be resolved!" 

Chapter 2696: beg for mercy 

He yelled frantically. 

It's like hating Chen Feng! 

He stared at Chen Feng with a ferocious face, and his eyes were full of fierce meaning. 

It turned out that he was forced to kneel on the ground just now and kowtowed to Chen Feng for mercy. 

It was obviously because he had done something wrong before. It was obviously that he was kneeling on 

the ground, but he felt that Chen Feng forced him. 

He felt that he had suffered a great humiliation and made people look down upon. 

The only thing that can free him from this humiliation is Chen Feng's blood. 

Therefore, he hates Chen Feng more than anyone at this time. 

I can't wait to kill it soon! 

Chen Feng glanced at him and said faintly: "Oh, my face changed quickly enough. I just knelt on the 

ground like a dog and begged me for mercy. Do you dare to bite your master now?" 

Fan Yuze gritted his teeth and said bitterly, "What are you? I tell you, Master Simon will definitely kill 

you today!" 

"You will die without a burial place, and dare to be mad with me here?" 

"Oh? Really?" Chen Feng smiled coldly: "Since you have so much confidence in him, then I have to take a 

look. You won't be able to smile later!" 

But at this time, it was Ji Caixuan, who had been standing by her side, silent. 
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With thoughtful eyes in her eyes, she quietly stepped back two steps without getting into this muddy 

water. 

Ximen Xiuyuan looked at Chen Feng and wanted to talk. 

Chen Feng suddenly yelled and interrupted him directly, shouting loudly, "Where there is so much 

nonsense, just hit it!" 

With that, Chen Feng rushed directly at him, and slammed out with a fierce force. 

Ximen Xiuyuan narrowed his eyes and said coldly, "Boy, dare you to do something with me? You are 

very brave!" 

"But unfortunately, here today, the bolder you are, the faster you will die!" 

As he said, he also let out a violent roar, his fists blasted out, with a powerful force.𝔫𝗈𝒱𝐞𝗅𝓊𝓈𝚋.𝑪𝑜𝗆 

In the next moment, Chen Feng's fist slammed into his offensive. 

Ximen Xiuyuan proudly shouted, "Boy, my punch is enough to kill you. The gap in our city is so huge, it's 

easy to kill you!" 

But the next moment, his words suddenly disappeared, replaced by an incredulous anger, and shouted: 

"What? How is it possible?" 

It turned out that his incomparably powerful offensive in his own eyes, after being hit by Chen Feng's 

fist, was directly broken with a bang, and disappeared without a trace. 

The next moment, Chen Feng laughed loudly: "What is impossible?" 

Chen Feng's figure continued to flash forward without the slightest pause, came in front of him, and 

threw a punch. 

Ximen Xiuyuan had not yet struggled out of the shock. 

He screamed: "Impossible, impossible, how can you have such a powerful strength?" 

As he said, his fist blasted out to resist Chen Feng. 

After his fist collided with Chen Feng's fist, with a bang, his fist was directly smashed. 

He let out a scream: "Ah! My hand!" 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "It's not over yet!" 

Chen Feng's fist went straight forward, all the way up, shattering his forearm! Shatter his forearm! 

Shatter his shoulder blades! 

In the end, it fell directly on his chest. 

With a bang, his whole body was beaten and broken and his flesh was bloody. 

He was spraying blood frantically, and the wound on his body shot blood frantically outward, flew out, 

and slammed heavily on the lava ground. 



The hot metal solution directly stained his body, causing him to be burnt with smoke and black. 

He screamed sternly, but the physical pain at this time was not as shocking as his soul. 

He suddenly sat up, pointed at Chen Feng, exclaimed: "How can you have such a strong strength? How is 

it possible? I don't believe it!" 

He shook his head frantically, his whole body was almost completely broken down, and he was 

completely in extreme shock. 

Chen Feng sneered and said: "You thought I was a trash before, didn't you? Now tell me, two of us, who 

is a trash?" 

"Didn't you say you can kill me easily?" 

"Now tell me, who of the two of us can easily kill whom?" 

"Before, didn't you dismiss me?" 

"Now tell me who is the one who is not worthy of being looked at?" 

In the end, Chen Feng was already angry and murderous. 

At this time, Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze, as well as that Sha Junfeng, were completely silly by the side. 

They exclaimed: "What? Chen Feng is so strong?" 

"God can't believe it, even Master Ximen Xiuyuan, the peak level of the Eight-Star Martial Emperor, was 

so easily beaten like this by Chen Feng?" 

"Chen Feng is too strong, too strong, too strong to believe it!" 

Ji Caixuan and Fan Yuze are two. When he glanced at each other, he saw a deep fear in his eyes. 

They were extremely afraid at this time. They thought of their humiliation to Chen Feng just now, and 

their hearts were full of regret at the same time! 

Especially Fan Yuze, even trembling all over. 

While talking, Chen Feng approached Ximenxiu far. 

Murderous intent in his eyes, did not hide it. 

Ximen Xiuyuan kept retreating backwards. 

He panicked and shouted: "What are you going to do? What are you going to do?" 

"What am I going to do?" Chen Feng smiled coldly: "I have no grudges or hatreds against you, and after 

you saw me, you have humiliated me over and over again, and even ridiculed me and dismissed it!" 

"How can I not spare you now?" 

"Now, of course I want to send you to hell!" 

A cold smile appeared at the corner of Chen Feng's mouth. 



Simon Xiuyuan looked at him incredulously and said, "You want to kill me? Do you know who I am?" 

"I'm telling you, I'm the son of the Ximen family of the eighth-product family in Chaoge Tianzi City. I am 

the eldest son and heir of the Ximen family!": 

"You killed me, the Simon family will never spare you!" 

"He turned out to be a son of the Simon family?" Fan Yuze and Ji Caixuan were shocked in an instant. 

The Ximen family is a great family in Chaoge Tianzi City. 

For those of them who came from a poor background and have no background, the Simon family is even 

more of a looking up existence. 

Chen Feng laughed, dismissive of laughter. 

Ximen Xiuyuan was extremely embarrassed. Of course he could hear that Chen Feng was mocking him. 

He yelled out of control, "What are you laughing at?" 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "Is the Ximen family? It's really amazing!" 

As soon as his voice fell, his body flashed, he came directly in front of Ximen Xiuyuan, and then slammed 

out with a palm. 

Chapter 2697: The Simon family? Is it amazing? 

This palm carries an extremely powerful force. 

When this palm fell, it would directly kill Ximen Xiuyuan. 

Ximen Xiuyuan yelled in fright and anger: "You actually want to kill me? You really want to kill me? How 

come? How dare you?" 

In the next moment, this roar turned into immense regret. 

He regrets! 

He hates it! 

He hates why he wants to provoke Chen Feng, provoke this evil star who can't provoke! 

There was a deep regret in his eyes, and a crazy howl in his mouth: "Please, don't kill me, don't kill me!" 

"I'll be a cow and a horse for you, don't kill me, I will use all the savings of the Simon family for my life, 

don't kill me!" 

He begged frantically for mercy, knocking his head like garlic. 

In order to survive, he was humble to the extreme. 

At this time, he finally knew how unreasonable Chen Feng was, and finally knew that he really dared to 

kill himself. 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "I beg for mercy now? It's too late!" 
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A palm was pressed on his heavenly spirit cover. 

Ximen Xiuyuan spurted blood violently, his whole body trembled, and the vitality in his eyes gradually 

faded. 

He looked at Chen Feng and murmured, "How dare you?" 

"How dare you?" Chen Feng laughed and said, "You belong to the Ximen family, are you amazing? I tell 

you, I belong to the Xuanyuan family!" 

Why are you from the Xuanyuan family? 

"What? You belong to the Xuanyuan family?" 

At the same time, Fan Yuze and Ji Caixuan also exclaimed together. 

Fan Yuze said with a trembling voice: "That Xuanyuan family in Chaoge Tianzi City?" 

Chen Feng smiled slightly: "There seems to be no other Xuanyuan family!" 

"Ah, I'm done, I'm dead!" Fan Yuze let out a desperate scream. 

Chen Feng looked at him with a sneer at the corner of his mouth: "Do you know who I am now?" 

There was an indescribable cold murderous intent in his voice, and Sen was extremely cold. 

While talking, Chen Feng walked towards him. 

At this time, Fan Yuze was completely frightened. 

He watched Chen Feng walking towards him, suddenly his legs weakened and he fell directly to the 

ground. 

Not kneeling on the ground, but falling to the ground. 

He felt that his legs had no strength at all, and they were not enough to support his body. He could only 

slumped there softly. 

There was a deep despair in his eyes. 

He knew that Chen Feng was going to kill himself. 

Chen Feng walked up to him, raised his hand, and slowly pushed towards him. 

Fan Yuze didn't even have a trace of resistance at all. 

He knew that even if he resisted, it was of no use. 

She cried and cried for mercy, and screamed: "Please, don't kill me, please, spare my life." 

His face was twisted into a ball, his nose and tears shed together, showing ugliness and humbleness to 

the extreme. 

Chen Feng didn't pause at all, but continued to palm down. 



Just as his palm was about to fall, Fan Yuze suddenly raised his head and let out a stern cry, full of regret: 

"I regret it!" 

"Master Chen, I shouldn't offend you, I'm so regretful, I'm guilty of death!" 

The voice stopped abruptly, and Chen Feng's hand had already fallen directly. 

Fan Yuze's body crooked and fell to the ground. 

At this time, the only ones left alive were Ji Caixuan and Sha Junfeng! 

Sha Junfeng looked at Chen Feng blankly, with a look of fear in his eyes. 

Along the way, Chen Feng already knows him quite well, knowing that this person is just dull by nature, 

he has no special power, and he is not a hidden master. 

. Therefore, he didn't look at him either, just cast his eyes on Ji Caixuan. 

At this time, the look on Ji Caixuan's face had completely changed. 

She used to be arrogant with a bit of disdain for Chen Feng and joking, feeling that she was playing with 

Chen Feng and was able to play Chen Feng between her palms. 

At this moment, his face was full of shock and disbelief. 

In the next moment, this expression turned into boundless seductiveness. 

There was a thick smile on her face, she squeezed out a smile that she thought was the most alluring, 

and even pulled her collar down slightly, revealing a large area of white and smooth skin. 

Then, with a big smile on her face, she twisted the water snake's waist and came to Chen Feng. 

The flattery in the eyes seemed to drip out. 

She took Chen Feng's arm and said with a smile: "Master Chen, I didn't expect you to be so strong!" 

"It's too powerful, it's really too strong, then Ximen Xiuyuan was easily killed by you, your strength is 

really unpredictable!" 

"In this Purple Fire Town, I'm afraid it can be regarded as one of the strongest!" 

"My son, really amazing!" 

Her voice is sweet and scary. 

At this moment, Chen Feng's arm was held by her, and there was a burst of fragrant nephrite in his 

arms, and the tangy fragrance condensed on the tip of his nose. 

But Chen Feng did not have any lust. 

On the contrary, there was a deep disgust in his eyes. Looking at him, he said coldly: "Get off my arm!" 

The woman was silly when she heard Chen Feng's words like this. 

The next moment, there was a thick humiliation in her eyes. 



But she knew that Chen Feng at this time was a powerful person who could determine her destiny. 

Her life and death are suspended between Chen Feng's thoughts. 

Therefore, she decided to flatter Chen Feng and flatter him at any price. 

After she heard this, instead of moving to the side, she pressed it tighter. 

She even stretched out her soft fragrant jade tongue, licked it on Chen Feng's neck, and made a 

coquettish hum in her nose: 

"Master Chen, you really don't know how to pity and cherish jade!" 

She made a pitiful look, looked at Chen Feng and said: "Just now, the little girl did something wrong. 

Isn't it okay for the little girl to pay the son here?" 

She lowered her head, her face showed a thick coquettish color, her eyes were silky, and she whispered: 

"Master Chen, you can punish the little girl how you want to punish it!" 

"Everything about the little girl is yours." 

As he said, his body rubbed against Chen Feng. 

The silent young man on the side showed a strong desire in his eyes, almost unable to restrain it. 

He looked at Chen Feng's gaze, and he was extremely envious. 

However, he was just envious, but he didn't have any strange thoughts. Because Chen Feng's strength 

was beyond his imagination, how could he dare to have any ideas? 

I have to say that Ji Caixuan is very beautiful. 

A face, very beautiful, it can be said to be extremely gorgeous. 

And her figure is very hot, tall, almost as tall as Chen Feng, slim and slender, full of fatal attraction to 

men. 

However, Chen Feng is not such a person who is easily confused by beauty! 

At this moment, Chen Feng glanced at Ji Caixuan. 

Chapter 2698: Took a slave 

His eyes were extremely cold, like the icy wind of nine cold winters. 

Reaching his gaze, Ji Caixuan shivered suddenly. 

Chen Fengfeng stared at him and slowly said, "Get out of here!" 

This time, there are only two words, and the voice is extremely short, but it is full of unspeakable 

strength, and it is full of murderous intent. 

Ji Caixuan shuddered so much that she knew that if she didn't know any more, Chen Feng would really 

kill someone! 
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Chen Feng looked at him, sneered, and said: "Don't think I don't know what you were thinking about just 

now." 

"You two, just want to use me!" 

"And I, the reason why I killed him, didn't kill you." 

"First, because he was rude to me. In fact, you should die. After all, you once wanted to use me." 

"But, I won't kill you because you are still useful." 

Chen Feng's voice was extremely cold: "You know a lot about Zihuo Marsh, and I can use it." 

"Now, you are a useful tool, understand?" 

"A mere tool, still dare to challenge the owner here? Are you looking for death?" 

"If I don't use your tool smoothly, it will be a waste of you and get a new one!" 

His voice was extremely cold, and he had no feelings at all. 

Ji Caixuan was completely frightened, she stared at him blankly, her eyes were full of shock, and her 

heart was full of fear. 

She suddenly realized that her perception of Chen Feng was completely wrong.𝑛𝑂𝑣𝑒𝓛𝑢𝓈𝓫.𝒸𝒪𝓶 

This young man who seemed to be in his twenties was not only powerful, the city was extremely deep, 

but also well-informed, he was not confused by her beauty at all. 

His will is very firm! 

In Chen Feng's eyes, she was just a tool. 

Her heart trembled, and a deep sense of surrender suddenly surged in her heart, and she no longer had 

the slightest daring to calculate. 

With a plop, she knelt directly on the ground and kissed Chen Feng's feet, her voice trembling: "Yes, 

master, the servant girl understands!" 

She raised her head, looked at Chen Feng, put on the most humble, most Chen Feng, most feminine 

posture, and said: 

"Master, slave and maidservant are your slaves and maidservants in this life, everything is yours, and the 

maidservants are up to you how you like to enjoy them! 

Chen Feng was taken aback for a moment. 

Now, with Ji Caixuan's words and gestures, Chen Feng didn't see any falsehood in it. 

Obviously, she really surrendered from the bottom of her heart! 

Even Chen Feng could feel her lowly trembling soul. 

This shows that her soul is not wary of Chen Fengfeng at all, and completely let go! 



Chen Feng was also a little surprised when he saw her behavior. 

But in the next moment, he understood. 

Her character must be very servile. Although vicious and unscrupulous, when she meets someone much 

stronger than her, she will surrender, and she will not dare to have any strange thoughts and devote 

everything she has. . 

Chen Feng smiled slightly: "It's not bad today. I took a maidservant, and it's a pretty good maidservant." 

Her other things are still second, and Chen Feng's strength will not be seen in Chen Feng's eyes. 

What Chen Feng valued more was her scheming, city government and methods! 

Fan Yuze and Ximen Xiuyuan had both been killed, but Ji Caixuan had completely surrendered and 

became Chen Feng's slaves. 

At this time, Chen Feng cast his gaze somewhere. 

There was the place where Chen Feng and the five-element liger were fighting just now. 

Just now, after the five-element liger beast was broken, it turned into countless metal fragments. At this 

time, those metal fragments had disappeared without a trace. 

They have all been directly melted by the ubiquitous purple pillar of fire, and then re-turned into metal 

solution and flowed into the trenches like checkerboard lines. 

Then, re-enter the lake. 0 

But in the same place, there was one thing left. 

Chen Feng stepped forward and took it in his hand. 

The start is a sinking. 

This is a crystal the size of a fist. This crystal is obviously metal, but it has a texture like jade. 

It was crystal clear, but while crystal clear, there were white, cyan, black, red, and yellow on it, 

constantly flickering. 

It is in this order, flashing in turn. 

And the time of each flashing is three breaths, there is no deviation in time, and there is no deviation in 

sequence. 

Chen Feng looked at it for a while before confirming this. 

And this thing, as if it had magical powers, made people fascinated. 

He sighed gently: "The five elements of gold, wood, water, fire, earth, and earth are all reflected in this 

crystal. It's really incredible!" 

"Furthermore, this crystal does not simply blend the five elements into one, with everything in it, but is 

constantly changing." 



"Like now..." 

At this time, the crystal in Chen Feng's hand was shining with a harsh white color, and Chen Feng said 

softly: "Now, it is metallic." 

The next moment, it turned into cyan. 

Chen Feng said softly: "Now, he is a wood attribute." 

This made Chen Feng's heart set off infinite waves, shocked to the extreme. 

In the Five Elements, he had seen a lot of heaven, spirit and earth treasures of every attribute. 

There are several attributes, and even the attributes of the five elements, he has also seen some. 

Precious belongs to precious, but not without. 

And this kind of crystal, he has never seen it before, and can even be said to be unheard of. 

This kind of thing can change its own attributes at any time, and it is arbitrarily changed, such a quick 

change! 

You know, attributes are destined to be born, and everything in the world is like this. 

But this thing in his hands vaguely gave Chen Feng a feeling of jumping out of the cage of heaven and 

earth! 

Even when he looked at the changes in these five elements, he felt that his martial arts comprehension 

had improved a lot? 

At this time, a voice came from behind: "This is the Five Elements Demon Jade." 

"We are here this time just for this." 

Chen Feng didn't look back, he knew it was Ji Caixuan who was talking. 

Chen Feng glanced at her, Ji Caixuan immediately smiled at Chen Feng very flatteringly, and then said 

incomparably, "So that the master knows that this kind of thing can be arbitrarily switched between the 

attributes of the five elements." 

"It is not only constantly changing its attributes of the five elements, but also, as the master, you can 

feel that when you think of some attributes, it will become what attributes." 

Chen Feng nodded and held the five-element demon jade in his hand. 

Then, in his heart, a sharp sword light flashed by, it was metallic. 

So, in an instant, the five-element devil jade turned directly from red to white, with a bitter cold. 

It has turned into metallicity. 

Chen Feng asked: "What level of material is this?" 

Chapter 2699: Make a fortune! 
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"The second orange rank." Ji Caixuan said: "However, the second orange rank is only a level assigned to 

him by the Foundry Association." 

"In fact, its price is more expensive than many third orange products." 

"Because this material can be put into almost any kind of casting, and can even be used to smelt most of 

the elixirs." 

"This attribute is too precious." 

Chen Feng nodded: "It is true." 

"Gold, wood, water, fire, soil, five attributes, you can switch and modify as you like, it's a universal 

blender." 

"If any attribute is missing, make it up immediately!" 

Ji Caixuan said: "This material has a wide range of uses, so Chaoge Tianzi City has great demand for it, 

but the output is very small." 

"So, if you can sell a big price, like the one in your hands, the owner, you can sell a full 10,000 dragon 

blood amethysts." 

"Ten thousand dragon blood amethysts?" Chen Feng was shocked. 

He had bought so many pills before, and it cost him only 15,000 dragon blood amethysts. 

This kind of thing is really outrageous! 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "Well, in that case, then this trip can't come in vain." 

With that said, Chen Feng came to the lake, roared and blasted out with a palm. 

Suddenly, countless solutions burst out. 

Under the lake, there were roars, as if the existence inside was irritated. 

The next moment, with a bang, the lake exploded a huge water column. 

Then, a five-element liger flew out of it! 

The body of this five-element liger seems to be much larger than the previous one. 

Ji Caixuan said softly: "The lake here, smelt all the metals of the five elements, and merge and merge in 

it." 

"Therefore, this kind of five-element liger was born inside. Our initial plan was to kill one, but there is 

definitely more than one inside." 

Chen Feng listened and nodded slowly. 

The name Five Elements Liger, used to describe this kind of metal, is indeed more appropriate! 

At this time, the five-element liger was already looking at Chen Feng. 



His two jewel-like eyes flashed with angry flames, opened his huge mouth, and rushed towards Chen 

Feng frantically. 

Chen Feng was not afraid, laughed, and blasted out a punch. 

This time, Chen Feng's strength had no reservations. 

Therefore, his punch was to directly kill the five-element liger beast, turning it into countless debris. 

Another five-element demon **** jade fell into Chen Feng's hands. 

Chen Feng laughed, happily reaching the extreme. In such a short time, a full 20,000 dragon blood 

amethysts were credited to the account. Why is Chen Feng unhappy? 

Coming to this purple fire swamp, really came right! 

Although it is dangerous here, it also contains tremendous benefits! 

The voice roared continuously. 

One after another, the five-element liger beast jumped out of the lake and rushed madly towards Chen 

Feng. 

At the beginning, there were only one or two heads, but at the back, the number continued to increase. 

When it was time for a cup of tea, the five-element liger beasts surrounding Chen Feng had already 

reached ten. 

However, Chen Feng was not afraid. 

He laughed and said, "You beasts, what can you do ten times more? How can I be afraid?" 

With a flash of his figure, he smashed into these five-element ligers, and then blasted out with a punch, 

which would smash a living one with one of the five-element ligers. 

Then, his body flashed, he came to the back of another five-element liger, pulled his tail, and let out a 

loud roar, which actually whipped him up alive. 

With a bang, it hit the ground. 

There was a loud bang, and the ground was smashed. 

But even so, the ditches on the ground that looked like checkerboard grids were not damaged at all, but 

the liger beast broke into two pieces with a bang. 

Chen Feng frowned, and his heart shook: "Sure enough, this place was laid by a very high 

man."𝗇𝚘𝔳𝐄𝗅𝓤𝓈𝚋.𝚌𝒪𝔪 

"Suffering so ultimate, there is no way to damage it." 

"This person's abilities are absolutely extremely strong." 

Then, Chen Feng came under another five-element liger, and blasted out his fists, breaking its belly 

directly. 



Then, he hit several punches one after another, which beat him to pieces. 

Chen Feng is like entering no one's land. 

The strength of these five-element ligers has also reached the level of the Eight-Star Martial Emperor, 

but in front of Chen Feng, nothing counts, only to be killed! 

Ji Caixuan and Sha Junfeng next to them were dazzled, their mouths opened wide and their faces full of 

shock. 

They knew that Chen Feng was very strong, but now they realized how powerful Chen Feng was. 

Ji Caixuan murmured: "At the beginning, our purpose was to gather the power of a team to hunt and kill 

a five-element liger and get a five-element devil jade!" 

"Moreover, we are ready to die at least two or three people for this." 

"But now, these mighty five-element ligers, in front of Chen Feng, can't resist even a palm..." 

Suddenly, she snapped and slapped her face hard. 

With great effort, her nose and mouth, who slapped her directly, were already bleeding out. 

She gritted her teeth and screamed at herself: "Call you cheap, call you cheap, call your master! How 

dare you call your master directly! Damn it!" 

After speaking, he slapped himself a few times! 

Her awe of Chen Feng and her own humbleness were already in the bone. 

At this time, Chen Feng didn't even care about her. 

In a blink of an eye, all of these ten ligers were beheaded by Chen Feng. 

Then, at this time, Chen Feng was shocked because he heard a muffled roar. 

This muffled roar was similar to the muffled roar of other ligers, but it was exceptionally loud. 

The grandeur is at the extreme, the majestic is at the extreme. 

Even with this roar, the lake water was shaken up and turned into hundreds of water columns. 

The entire chessboard secret realm trembles along with it. 

The next moment, the lake suddenly burst out. 

Then, from the lake, a huge figure flashed out! 

This is an exceptionally huge five-element liger. 

Compared with the previous five-element ligers, they were three times larger than the previous five-

element ligers. 

He stalked there, staring at Chen Feng with cold eyes, and roared in anger: "Humble human beings, how 

dare you slaughter my fellow clan like this?" 



"I want to kill you, I must kill you!" 

At this time, Chen Feng did not look at him, but at the lake next to him. 

After this liger jumped out of the lake, the lake was completely dry, and there was no more Five 

Elements solution in it. 

Chapter 2700: Fight against giant ligers! 

If Chen Feng thought about it, he understood that the five-element demon jade in his hand was 

condensed from all the five-element metal melt. 

And as they were acquired by themselves, these five element metal solutions naturally disappeared. 

This giant liger beast is the last. 

However, it is also the most powerful. 

Chen Feng looked at him with a glint in his eyes: "Are you going to kill me?" 

"Hahahaha, by coincidence, I was about to kill you too!" 

"Then let's stop talking nonsense, and see the real chapter under your hand!" 

With that, Chen Feng roared and rushed directly at him. 

He didn't have any dodge or fear, but took the initiative to fight. 

This giant liger beast, with extreme anger in his eyes, seemed to feel that he was being 

despised.𝒏𝞸𝐕𝐄𝑙𝓤𝗌𝔟.𝚌𝒪𝗆 

He yelled frantically and rushed towards Chen Feng. 

With a loud bang, Chen Feng's fist and the claws of the giant liger slammed together. 

This is a collision of pure power, without any skill, just head-on. 

Ji Caixuan and Sha Junfeng were both shaken back with a loud noise like the earth. 

And Chen Feng was too shocked to fly out. 

At this time, blood was dripping on his fist. 

However, Chen Feng seemed to feel no pain at all. He laughed and shouted, "Come again!" 

With that, he greeted him again. 

The giant liger beast, its right front paw had already been knocked off, and it also roared and pounced 

again. 

With a bang, they slammed together again. 

This time Chen Feng, the surface of his right hand was completely bloody. 

Even with a light click, his bones were already cracked. 
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That giant liger beast was not well, his entire right paw was already shaken out of countless cracks. 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "Come again!" 

With that, he jumped on again and bombarded together again. 

This time, Chen Feng clicked, and his right arm was directly broken. 

The claws of the giant liger beast were also directly shattered. 

The incomparable pain struck, but Chen Feng did not shrink or fear. 

On the contrary, he shook his arms and raised his eyes to the sky and let out a wild roar. 

He furiously rushed towards the giant liger, and laughed wildly again: "Come again!" 

Chen Feng yelled frantically, attacked frantically, venting his emotions frantically. 

Since entering Chaoge Tianzi City, those emotions that had been suppressed for a long time were 

completely released at this time. 

Chen Feng felt that although he hurts, he was even better! 

Extremely cool, extremely happy! 

There is a piece of comfort all over the body, an incomparably powerful force, endless! 

One punch and another punch! 

Boom boom boom boom, the extremely violent tremors sounded continuously, and Chen Feng's right 

arm was already distorted. 

Then he was using his left arm. 

With a snap, Chen Feng's left arm was also broken! 

At this time, Chen Feng used his right foot to madly kick the giant liger beast! 

At this time, the giant liger beast had been beaten all over. 

His four giant claws have been broken, and his body and chest have been smashed into countless big 

holes! 

Even his head was tilted to one side, and his neck was beaten to the side! 

At this time, his eyes were also full of fear. 

He looked at Chen Feng with horror. The contempt and the indifferent just disappeared without a trace. 

He roared hoarsely: "You are a madman, you humble human being, you are a madman! You are not 

dead, are you?" 

Chen Feng laughed loudly: "Don't worry, I will kill you before I die!" 

With that, Chen Feng kept kicking his legs out, and attacked him frantically again. 



And at that time, this giant liger was finally unable to hold it. 

His mind broke down, and he let out a stern scream: "You crazy man! You are such a crazy man!" 

As he said, he turned his head and ran towards the lake. 

It looks like he wanted to escape! 

He was completely scared by Chen Feng, scared to pee, and he didn't have the will to fight anymore! 

At this moment, Ji Caixuan stood there, saw Chen Feng's tall figure like a god, listened to his continuous 

roars, and watched him being bloodied, but he kept moving forward without any fear. 

A punch and a punch hit the body of the giant liger. 

She looked at it, dazzled. 

His eyes were moist, full of unspeakable worship, and he felt his heart trembling constantly. 

At this moment, she had an urge to kneel at Chen Feng's feet! 

Chen Feng's tyrannical man's aura was complete, and he conquered her. 

Chen Feng laughed: "I want to run now? Can you run?" 

He rushed forward directly. 

The next moment, beside him, in the void, there was a wave of fluctuations! 

With a startling glance, the huge head of the Ba Snake Wuhun suddenly appeared! 

With a bang, it directly hit the body of the giant liger beast. 

The giant liger beast let out a mournful wailing, its body shattered directly, and it turned into countless 

metal and disappeared. 

But at this time, Chen Feng suddenly felt that a huge and incomparable force came and passed him. 

With a bang, it hit the void where the Ba Snake spirit was. 

Chen Feng exclaimed: "What's going on? Where does this powerful force come from?" 

Ba Snake Wuhun sounded a painful grunt. 

Chen Feng suddenly felt a sharp pain in his brain, and the Ba Snake Wuhun disappeared as if he had 

suffered a huge wound. 

In the next moment, Chen Feng quickly entered the Martial Soul Space. 

He was shocked and somewhat dazed and said, "What's the matter? Why is it so?" 

Chen Feng didn't expect the Ba Snake Wuhun to be like this at all. 

At this time, Chen Feng saw the Ba Snake Wuhun very slumped entrenched there. 

But then, Chen Feng understood what was going on. 



He was full of grief and said: "I can't help you, I was careless just now!" 

It turned out that the Ba Snake Wuhun entered just now, and that was the space set up by the mighty 

power. 

This chessboard secret realm is almost independent of the entire Purple Fire Marsh and even the entire 

Dragon Vein Continent. 

The Ba Snake Wuhun entered here hastily, and was immediately backlashed by the power planted by 

the ancient power, already suffering a heavy blow! 

Chen Feng whispered: "You are born here to recuperate, don't worry, not next time." 

Bashe Wuhun seemed to understand his words and nodded. 

Chen Feng was relieved to leave. 

At this point, go back outside. 

Ji Caixuan walked over with great concern and looked at Chen Feng and said, "Master, are you okay?" 

Chen Feng shook his head: "Don't worry, I'm fine." 

He looked forward, the corner of his mouth twitched slightly, revealing a chuckle. 

 


